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Who I Am 

Paul Martin 

Direct (03) 9947 4135  

paul.martin@rbsmorgans.com 
                 

Senior Client Adviser - Private Wealth Management   

Authorised Representative 385799 

 

 

 

Paul is a Certified Financial Planner (CFP) and a Chartered Accountant (Financial Planning Specialist). Paul holds a Graduate Diploma 

in Applied Finance & Investment from FINSIA (FFin), a Post Graduate Diploma in Finance from Melbourne University and a Bachelor of 

Business (Business Administration) from RMIT, and is ASX derivatives level 1 and 2 accredited. 

 

Paul commenced with RBS Morgans in 2002. Prior to joining RBS Morgans Paul worked as a Senior Investment Advisor from 1998 with 

a large independent financial services company. Prior to this Paul worked with Ernst & Young for over four and a half years as a Senior 

Accountant in their Business Services division. 

 

Paul has been a member of the Murdoch Children‟s Research Institute Investment Committee since 2004. Paul is a Co-author 

of „Margin Lending Explained‟. 

 

We assist a small number of family groups to manage all their „financial stuff‟ and provide more financial certainty throughout their lives. 
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How balanced is your portfolio? 

 Many long-term investors have benefited from a 20 year secular bull market in  

Australian equities (disregarding the last 5 years) 

 Many Australian portfolios have become overweight resources and Australian 

Financials – resulting in somewhat of a barbell looking portfolio 

 For example – AMP via demutulisation, BHP via great performance 

 You need a well diversified portfolio across the asset classes to reduce risk and 

smooth out returns over the long-term 

 Don‟t just “set and forget”, overweight share positions in sectors and companies 

can potentially pose a risk to your portfolio, you need to monitor then re-balance 

your portfolio if required 

 Don‟t lose sight of the „bigger picture‟ when investing. 
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Considered Investment Approach 

 

Investment strategy 

formation 

 

 

Strategic Asset 

Allocation 

 

 

Portfolio 

Construction 

 

 

Ongoing portfolio 

and strategy 

monitoring 
 

– How much risk you 

are prepared to take 

on (risk profiling) 
 

– Spending and 

lifestyle requirements 
 

– Tax structuring : 

maximise what you 

keep! 

–SMSF a great 

structure 

– Careful selection of 

individual investments 

taking into account your 

objectives, market 

conditions and the macro 

outlook 

 

– Monitor your portfolio 

and strategy 
 

– Includes tactical 

investments, IPO‟s, 

placements etc. 

– Manage the losses 

– Determine asset 

allocation consistent with 

your risk profile to 

maximise returns over the 

long-term 
 

– Diversify within and 

among asset classes 

(cash, fixed interest, listed 

property, Australian and 

International Equities) 
 

– Understand the risks of 

under diversification 

Develop, implement and manage a comprehensive wealth management strategy and then commit to it 
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Strategic Asset Allocation 

 Strategic asset allocation has proven to be the 

most effective method for long term strategies 

 Combined with optimum rebalancing, a strategic 

asset allocation will usually be the most effective 

technique  

 It is easy to understand and follow, and more likely 

to meet your objectives as its primary benefit is to 

manage risk and return 

 With International shares you also have the 

currency to manage 

 NOTE – the past few years have been 

particularly challenging, given strong 

correlations between many asset classes. 
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Every asset has periods of out & under performance 

Source: MorningStar September 2012 
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Some investment rules 

  The reason you own shares is to participate in company earnings from that business 

  Capital preservation should be a key focus 

– Warren Buffett‟s No.1 Rule & No. 2 Rule 

  Maintain a 2-10 rule 

–  % portfolio exposure to one company 

  Don‟t randomly make investment decisions (particularly based on media reports) 

  Avoid „herding‟ – do the opposite to what the headlines are ! 

  Seek to cut the underperformers 

  Don‟t forget compounding – those who understand it, earn it, those that don‟t pay it ! 

  Greater market volatility has been the new normal. 
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Core Share Portfolio – Checklist 

 Business 
– Easy & understandable 

– Consistent & reliable history of earnings 

– High barriers of entry to competition 

 Management 
– Technical & commercial ability 

– Skin in the game / alignment of interests e.g. SOL 

 Financials  
– P & L, Cash Flow, Balance Sheet 

– Cash flow realisation, margins, growth, debt & serviceability 

– Return on Equity (on low debt), recurring earnings 

 How you can get info on the above 

– Complete your own research: 

– Annual Reports from ASX website 

– News announcements from ASX website 

 

– Broker reports from an investment advisor 
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Listed Property 

  Gearing levels now much lower than before the GFC 

– Simpler business models now 

– Now offering sound defensive yields 

 

  Advantages over direct property investment 

– Lower capital required 

– Lower transaction costs, brokerage v stamp duty 

– Higher yields than direct property 

– In many cases Australian investors are already over-weight property - the family home is the 

households largest asset 

 

Potential opportunity to buy shares in A-REITS below current NTA 
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Cash 

  Cash makes up the risk-free allocation of your portfolio 

– But does not provide any growth to match the cost of living rises 

– So hold it, but don‟t hoard it ! 

 

  SMSF‟s – pension phase 

– Have a good buffer of cash (and TD‟s) for the coming year‟s pension payments because the 

last thing you want to do is cannibalise your portfolio, e.g.. want to avoid selling quality assets 

when prices are low to raise cash 

 

  Liquidity – for placements / IPO‟s / or unexpected expenses 

 

  Cash has been a good place to be for the past 5 years, it‟s very unlikely to be the 

case again in the next 5 years. 
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Listed Fixed Interest Securities 

Key focus on investing in this asset class should be for income and capital preservation 

 

  Higher Yields   

 

  Focus on issues from quality companies – ASX top 50 

 

  Aim to reduce volatility of the portfolio 

 

  Risks – underlying company and the terms of the offer 

 

  Beware BONDS ! 

 

Note – for the more assertive investor  this area can provide attractive returns i.e. 

FXJPB 
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LIC‟s – Listed Investment Companies 

  Cost-effective approach to achieve Australian equity diversification 

– LIC‟s have the characteristic of a managed fund but are listed on the ASX  

– Essentially it is a company that invests in other companies, giving the investor exposure to a 

variety of shares via it‟s investment portfolio (so market risk, rather than company specific risk) 

 

  Benefits of investing in LIC‟s 

– An investment in just one LIC can potentially provide exposure to over 100 listed companies 

– Cost-effective method to achieve such a degree of diversification 

– LIC‟s are managed by investment professionals with an aim of maximising shareholder returns 

– Strong track-record – some LIC‟s have been operating for over 50 years 

– May be able to purchase at less than NTA (net tangible asset) backing 

 

  Costs 

– Initial brokerage cost and then ongoing management fees (usually much lower than those 

charged by retail managed funds). 
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LIC‟s – Continued 

  Example – Milton Corporation (MLT) 

– Listed in 1958 

– Objective is to invest in a diversified portfolio that provides a growing income stream over the 

long-term 

– Share price at 30/09/12 was $15.89, Gross dividend yield of 7.01% 

  Top 10 holdings as at 30 September 2012 

– Westpac Banking Corporation 

– Commonwealth bank 

– WH Soul Pattinson 

– National Australia Bank 

– BHP Billiton 

– Wesfarmers 

– ALS Ltd 

– Woolworths 

– Australia & New Zealand Banking Group 

– Bank of Queensland 

  Costs 

– Low ongoing management cost of only 0.16% per annum. 
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ETF‟s – Exchange Traded Funds 

  What are they? 

– A diversified portfolio of securities constructed using an index approach that is tradable on the 

Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) 

– One of the fastest growing investment products in the world 

– Value of the ETF should move in line with the index they track 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Source: Vanguard Investments 2012 

  Benefits of investing in ETF‟s 

– Easy, fast, liquid and low cost way for investors to have exposure to the underlying portfolio and 

benefit from movements in that portfolio 

– Indices they can track can be broad (entire markets with hundreds of holdings) or specific 

sectors with minimal holdings. 
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ETF‟s – Continued 

  Diversification 

– Efficient low cost solution to gaining access to international markets, physical commodities, 

sectors, asset classes and geographic regions 

– Specific exposures, i.e. single country or sector 

– Ability to add exposure to regions or commodities that are typically hard to invest in. 

 

 ETF‟s can provide low cost exposure to: 

– International equities and markets 

– Physical commodities, i.e. gold, silver and platinum 

– Agriculture, i.e., wheat, corn and grains 

– Energy, i.e. Brent Crude oil and natural gas 

– Fixed Interest, i.e. Australian or International Government Bonds 

– Australian small Capital Index. 

 

BUT, do your homework, do they own the underlying assets (shares) ?  

Some synthetic ETF‟s on the US markets are a bit of a worry…prefer Australian 
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ETF‟s – Continued 

 Main ETF Product Providers in Australia are: 

– iShares 

– Vanguard 

– etf Securities 

 Some ETF product‟s to consider :  

– iShares  S&P Global Consumer Staples Fund – „the Chinese growing consumer‟ 

– iShares MSCI Emerging Markets 

 

 

 

Source: iShares S&P Global Consumer Staples Sector Index Fund Performance since inception  
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In summary 

 Diversification is paramount for managing risk and expectations 

 Income is just as important on total performance as the share price 

 Actively re-weight portfolio‟s as required 

 If your strategy is sound, commit to it and recognise that short-term volatility 

happens 

 Avoid „herding‟ i.e. doing what everyone else is doing 

 Markets recover so it pays to be patient 

 The value of an adviser – research shows investors who seek the skills of 

professionals to help manage their portfolios do better than those that don‟t, 

especially through volatile times. 
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Contact details 

Paul Martin 

Direct (03) 9947 4135  

paul.martin@rbsmorgans.com 

 



General Disclaimer 

This presentation is provided for general information purposes only and is not intended as an offer to enter into any 
transaction.  This information contained in it is not necessarily complete and its accuracy can not be guaranteed.  
We have prepared this presentation without consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs of any individual investor. 

Before a client makes an investment decision, a client should, with or without RBS Morgans' assistance, consider 
whether any advice contained in the presentation is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, 
objectives and financial circumstances. It is unreasonable to rely on any recommendation without first having 
spoken to your adviser for a personal recommendation. 

The information contained in this presentation has been taken from sources believed to be reliable. RBS Morgans 
Limited does not represent that the information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such. Any 
opinions expressed reflect RBS Morgans' judgment at this date and are subject to change. RBS Morgans and/or its 
affiliated companies may make markets in the securities discussed. Further RBS Morgans and/or its affiliated 
companies and/or their employees from time to time may hold shares, options, rights and/or warrants on any issue 
included in this presentation and may, as principal or agent, sell such securities.  

The Directors of RBS Morgans advise that they and persons associated with them may have an interest in the 
securities within this document and that they may earn brokerage, commissions, fees and other benefits and 
advantages, whether pecuniary or not and whether direct or indirect, in connection with the making of a 
recommendation or a dealing by a client in these securities, and which may reasonably be expected to be capable 
of having an influence in the making of any recommendation, and that some or all of our representatives may be 
remunerated wholly or partly by way of commission. 

The presentation is proprietary to RBS Morgans Limited and may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any 
other purpose without the prior written consent of RBS Morgans. 

Paul Martin – Authorised Representative 259367 

RBS Morgans Limited (ABN 49 010 669 726 AFSL 235410)  A Participant of ASX Group 
Principal Office: Level 29, Riverside Centre, 123 Eagle Street, Brisbane  QLD  4000 



• Take a short online course  

• Subscribe to the Investor Update e-newsletter  

• Play the ASX Sharemarket Game 

• Watch another ASX Investment talks presentation 

KEEP LEARNING 

VISIT www.asx.com.au/education 


